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plaint Number 

0062710 
Reference CN Date and Time of Report 

04/15/2020 13:51.00 
Primary offense: 

AGG ASSAULT-WI/REVOLVERS,PISTOLS,SHOTGUN,ETC 

Primary Reporting Officer: Stanway, Robert A 
Primary squad: 854 

Secondary reporting officer: 

Approver: Stanway, Robert 
District: Eastern 

Site: 

Name of location/business. 

Location of incident: 1541 MARYLAND AV E 
ST PAUL, MN 655106 

Date & time of occurrence: 03/30/2020 17:09:00 to 
03/30/2020 17.09.00 

Arrest made: 

Secondary offense: 

Police Officer Assaulted or Injured: 
Crime Scene Processed: 

Police Officer Assisted Suicide: 

OFFENSE DETAILS 

G ASSAULT-WIREVOLVERS,PISTOLS,SHOTGUN,ETC 
Attempt Only: Appears to be Gang Related: 

SOLVABILITY FACTORS 

Suspect can be Identified: 

Photos Taken: 

Evidence Turned In: 

Related Incident: 

Lab 

By. 

Stolen Property Traceable: 

Property Turned In: 

Biological Analysis: 

Narcotic Analysis: 

Lab Comments: 

Fingerprints Taken: 

Items Fingerprinted: 

EXHIBIT 

4 ]-2a 

Participants: 
Person Type: Name: Address: Phone: 

NARRATIVE 

I Sgt. Stanway am assigned to the Department of Safety & Inspections (DSI). 

I was notified of an aggravated assault that occurred at Sam Dairy (1541 E. Maryland Ave). I was advised video 
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was collected of the incident. I requested copies of the video be made so I could review them for any license 
condition violation(s). 

I later received two discs. One was from the security cameras of Sam's Dairy and the other was from CCTV at 
Maryland/Hazelwood. 

I played the video from Sam's Dairy and it started at 1646 hours on 03/30/20. Camera 12 showed the front 
entrance and parking lot of the store. I saw an individual wearing a blue and white short sleeve shirt and red 
pants with a stripe down the side. This individual had a hood on and was wearing what appeared to be a skull 
mask of some kind that completely covered his face. I saw this male hanging around in the front of the store 
where two other individuals were. One appeared to be sitting down and the other appeared to be standing. It 
was unknown if these individuals were employees, but they were seen talking to the male wearing the skull 
mask. 

At 1647:30 hours, a B/M walked up wearing a red shirt, blue jeans and a baseball hat. This B/M was followed by 
another B/M with long braids talking on a cell phone. Both of these males were seen smoking cigarettes and 
talking to the individuals sitting outside the front door. The individual with the skull mask was seen going into the 
tore. 

At 1649:32 hours, a male came out of the store wearing a dark blue sleeveless shirt and had a beard. This 
male was wearing black rubber gloves and started to smoke a cigarette. This male appeared to of been an 
employee. 

At 1649:47 hours, four 8/M's (appeared to be juveniles) walk up to the front door from the west side of the 
building and enter the store. One of the males fist bumped the male who I believed was an employee before he 
entered. 

At 1650:09 hours, four males that appeared to be juveniles got out of a dark colored SUV that was parked in the 
lot when the video first started. These males then walked into the store, but then immediately walked out and 
got back into the dark colored SUV. 

At 1651:46 hours, the male smoking a cigarette with the black rubber gloves then threw his cigarette into the 
parking lot and walked into the store. The dark colored SUV continued to stay in the parking lot with the males 
still sitting inside it. 

At 1653:43 hours, two vehicles entered the parking lot and stopped drivers window to window. The passenger 
of one of the vehicles got out and walked toward the dark colored SUV and was seen talking to one of the back 
seat passengers who also got out. The driver of one of the vehicles that was door to door then got out who 
appeared to be a B/F wearing a yellow sweatshirt. This B/F then got involved in the conversation. Other 
vehicles started to enter the lot which becomes somewhat congested. In watching the video, it appeared a 
dispute was taking place due to the body language I was seeing and the number of people joining in. 

At 1655:12 hours, I saw 8 people that came out of the store including the male with the dark blue sleeveless 
shirt wearing the black rubber gloves. All of these people we looking at the dispute includin ale/em lo ee 
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with the rubber gloves. This employee did not nothing to disperse the crowd that had formed. I counted 7 
vehicles in the parking lot at the time. 

At 1656.05 hours, the dark colored vehicle that the B/F driver got out of then left the lot N/B on Hazelwood. The 
other dark colored SUV that was there when this video started was still there. I would see the occupants of that 
vehicle get back in and out. I saw the employee with the sleeveless shirt stand out in front of the store and talk 
to people. The employee made no effort to get the dark colored SUV involved in the dispute to leave. People 
continued to stand out front. 

At 1657:56 hours, the dark colored vehicle with the B/F driver arrived back and stopped in the lot. She got out of 
the drivers seat and appeared to yell at one of the B/M occupants of the dark colored SUV who got out wearing 
a red baseball hat. It appeared the B/F was highly agitated. The 8/F followed this B/M out of camera range to 
the S/E. I saw people in the lot starting to run/follow these two and out of camera range. The employee with the 
rubber gloves stayed at the front door and watched the crowd move. I saw additional people get out of vehicles 
that were also in the parking lot and head in that same direction. Some of the people that were still in camera 
range had their phones out and were recording what was going on. 

t 1658:51 hours, the employee with the black rubber gloves, reached into his right waistband area and 
removed a dark colored handgun. Another male then came out of the store and he handed the gun to him. The 
employee then turned and walked toward where everyone had gone to. 

At 1659.03 hours, the crowd started to come back into camera range and the B/F who had the yellow 
sweatshirt was also seen coming back into camera range. She walked back to her dark colored vehicle and 
grabbed a crutch. The BIF was then seen holding the crutch over her head approaching the dark colored SUV. 
The B/F then swung the crutch hitting the back rear passenger side door of the dark colored SUV. The crutch 
got stuck in the half opened window but she was able to pull it free. The 8/F was then approached by a 8/F 
occupant of the dark colored SUV and the 8/F swung the crutch at her. The two women then struggled over the 
crutch and a fist fight started. A crowd had formed in the parking lot around them. 

At 16:59:17 hours, a B/M wearing a red and white shirt and tan pants was seen hopping near the dark colored 
vehicle and threw a water bottle. 

At 16:59:28 hours, this same male reached in the driver door of the dark colored vehicle and pulled out another 
crutch. 

At 16:59:48 hours, the B/M with the red/white shirt then swung the crutch at another B/M and the employee with 
the black gloves was right there. Then everyone in the lot you could see duck down and start to scurry off. 

At 16.59.55 hours, a 8/M with no shirt then ran into camera range with a dark colored handgun in his right hand 
and had it raised at the dark colored SUV. This male appeared to of been shooting at the passenger side of the 
vehicle. The rear right passenger of the SUV then reached out the half down window with a dark colored 
handgun in his hand. This rear seat passenger then fired back numerous times at the B/M without a shirt as he 
an away N/B. 

EXHIBIT 
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At 1700:08 hours, the employee with the black gloves was then seen coming back out of the store holding a 
handgun in his right hand and at his side. Both dark colored vehicle occupants involved got into their vehicles 
and drove off. The employee was then seen putting the gun back into his right waistband area. The dark 
colored SUV left the parking lot but got stuck behind vehicles that appeared to of been waiting for a red light at 
Maryland. 

At 17:01 :04 hours, the two back seat passengers of the dark colored SUV then got out and ran back toward 
the store. The employee with the black rubber gloves appeared to of been waving the males inside. One of the 
males then ran back to the rear drivers door as others followed. The occupants then got back in and the vehicle 
left turning right onto W/B Maryland. The employee with the black rubber gloves then went back into the store 
and later came back out talking/face timing on his phone. 

At 17.04.07 hours, a male (who appeared to be another employee) came out of the store with a pit bull dog on a 
leash and walked to the west. 

At 1704:39 hours, an SPPD squad arrived. 

CTV video from Maryland/Hazelwood was also collected. I watched the video, but the camera would turn in a 
360 circle every so often and would not stay in one spot until the squad had arrived. 

Sam's Dairy has license conditions. Condition #2 stated: 

The licensee shall take reasonable steps to discourage loitering in front of or on the property of the licensed 
business. 

It was apparent to me that the employee with the dark blue sleeveless shirt and black rubber gloves did nothing 
to discourage loitering. When the store video started the dark colored SUV involved in this shooting was parked 
and occupied the entire time. As the employee was outside, the occupants of that vehicle continued to get in 
and out. That behavior did not appear normal and should of brought attention to the employee to take action. If 
the vehicle and occupants would of been asked to leave, this incident would of not happened in the parking lot 
of the licensed property. 

Also other people were seen in front of the store hanging out and the employee was seen smoking with them. 
At no time did the employee take any action to keep those people moving along. 

This report was forwarded to OSI for consideration on adverse licensing action. 

PUBLIC NARRATIVE 

OSI Investigation 
EXHIBIT 
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